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Account Medical LLC, Medical Records On Demand Service Now Available to the 

Public 


Breakthrough Using Smart Technology 

 

 

MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA - Account Medical LLC, a leading healthcare records 


management company, announced the launch of its customized medical software records program 


now available to the public. 


 


This advanced platform allows the ability to upload medical alerts, prescriptions, emergency contacts, 


directives, etc. to a private account. With a simple scan of a “QR” Code (quick response), immediate 


access can be viewed from any internet-connected device. The account owner performs all uploads. 


 


Members fill out and store information on their “Quick Check” page template that they choose to list 


such as their medical alerts, allergies, prescriptions, doctor’s contact information, blood type and 


emergency contacts, etc. They can even store medical documents such as Medical directives, Health 


Insurance cards, family history and so forth. This system conforms to all HIPAA Laws (Health 


Insurance Portability and Accountability Act). 


  


“With the exciting introduction of our new Account Medical Personal Records Management Program 


(PRM), we’re dramatically reducing the complexity usually associated with the operations and 


maintenance of an individual’s health records. Most importantly, we’re in a unique position to help 


elderly and family members as we also assist healthcare organizations to enhance their ability to 


access patients’ records on demand especially during emergencies” says David McDonald, CEO of 


Account Medical, LLC 


 




This service will no doubt be a huge asset to everybody including schools, medical departments or 


travelers in both domestic and international settings. It also gives emergency call center techs and 


first responders the ability to make better judgment calls, because the instant access to the patient’s 


vital information possible with Account Medical’s PRM could be lifesaving. 


 


Account Medical’s PRM will provide high level of secure process automation, unified management, 


and compliance enforcement, which form the foundation for efficient and effective health and IT 


services. 


  


With a one-time set up fee of $10, the annual service fee is only $60 or you can choose to sign up 


and pay $5.00 per month. Guided profile setup is also available for a one-time fee of $25. 


 


Account Medical is a is a veteran-owned company that provides access to online medical records on 


demand within a variety of industries worldwide. 
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If you would like more information about this topic, please visit http://AccountMedical.com. 



